[Pathophysiology of hearing loss : Classification and treatment options].
From the therapeutic perspective, the etiology and pathophysiology of hearing loss can be classified based on the extent of the primary cause. Hearing loss can have very different consequences for cell preservation in the organ of Corti and the spiral ganglion. These not only have implications for prosthetic therapy outcome, but may also influence the potential for future causal molecular therapies. Etiologies leading to deficits that are limited to one or a few molecules without having an effect on cell survival have the greatest potential for future causal therapy using molecular and cellular approaches. Preliminary success for molecular therapy was recently reported in animal experiments. Unfortunately, the incidence of these types of hearing loss is very low and in the future the therapy of hearing loss will therefore also require several different approaches. In addition to peripheral pathophysiology, hearing loss has consequences on the functioning of the brain, which can vary greatly due to individual adaptation to the situation without hearing. The authors therefore argue for individualization of the diagnostics and therapy that focus not only the symptom of hearing loss, but also the individual pathophysiology and consequences. Only with individualized therapy can the success of treating hearing disorders be significantly improved.